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GENESIS 3 — The Chapter that Explains Everything

GENESIS 3 — The Chapter that Explains Everything

Genesis 1 — “In the beginning GOD created the heavens and the
earth…. And it was good.”

Genesis 1 — “In the beginning GOD created the heavens and the
earth…. And it was good.”

Genesis 2 — God sees that man shouldn’t be alone, so God gives man
a woman. They are united as co-equals. And it was very good.
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Genesis 3 — It all comes unraveled.

Genesis 3 — It all comes unraveled.

The Bible is hear to deal with the problems that confront us. It was
written ____ us and _____________ us.

The Bible is hear to deal with the problems that confront us. It was
written ____ us and _____________ us.

Genesis 3 is ________________________ to understanding the rest of
the Scriptures.

Genesis 3 is ________________________ to understanding the rest of
the Scriptures.

Review the Story of Eve and the Serpent // Genesis 3:1-6
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Eve saw the fruit. It was good for food—and she was hungry.
It was pleasant to the eyes—it looked good.
It was desirable to make one wise—she could improve her
situation by eating the fruit.
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It was desirable to make one wise—she could improve her
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CONSEQUENCES OF SIN

CONSEQUENCES OF SIN

1. First Consequence of Sin:

1. First Consequence of Sin:

We have all experienced a sense of ____________.

We have all experienced a sense of ____________.

We have lost the _____________ and _______ ____________ of God
in our person.

We have lost the _____________ and _______ ____________ of God
in our person.

2. Second Consequence of Sin:

2. Second Consequence of Sin:

How people try to cover up with fig leaves today:

How people try to cover up with fig leaves today:

A. The fig leaves of
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C. The fig leaves of
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3. Third Consequence of Sin:
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